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ACRONYMS AND GLOSSARY
The table below provides a list of acronyms used in this document:
Acronym

Definition

CPTED

Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design

DELWP

Department of Environment, Land, Water and Planning

LXRP

Level Crossing Removal Project

MTIA

Major Transport Infrastructure Authority

OVGA

Office of the Victorian Government Architect

PTV

Public Transport Victoria

TIA

Transport Integration Act (2010)

UDAP

Urban Design Advisory Panel

UDF

Urban Design Framework

UDG

Urban Design Guidelines

WSUD

Water Sensitive Urban Design

The table below provides a definition of certain terms used in this document:
Term
Demi-trench
station
Public realm
Shotcrete
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Definition
A station located at a shallow section of a lowered rail alignment with a partially
elevated concourse and connections over trench.
Publically accessible spaces (not including station buildings) such as plazas, parks,
activity nodes, streets and other urban spaces.
A construction technique that applies concrete through a hose at high velocity onto
primarily vertical or overhead surfaces. Also known as sprayed concrete or gunite.
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FOREWORD
A UNIQUE OPPORTUNITY
The Major Transport Infrastructure Authority (MTIA) is delivering one of the
most significant investments in transport infrastructure in Victoria’s history.
The program, which includes projects being undertaken by the Level
Crossing Removal Project (LXRP), is more than just road or rail projects, it
is a city shaping program that will create a lasting legacy for Melbourne.
Incorporating the principles and practices of great urban design and place
making is therefore a priority of this investment to deliver a full range of
benefits for current and future Victorians.
The Victorian Government, through the LXRP, is removing 75 dangerous and
congested level crossings across Melbourne, as well as undertaking other
infrastructure projects, to improve safety for rail and road users,
pedestrians and cyclists.
Achieving high quality urban design is a long-term, complex process that is
intent on creating integrated, useful, attractive, safe, environmentally
sustainable, economically successful and socially equitable places. By
maintaining a focus on urban design from the outset, we will build more
cohesive and inclusive community places, more environmentally sensitive
infrastructure and new urban spaces that are safe and engaging for people,
and contribute to civic pride and local economies.
This Urban Design Framework (UDF) sets LXRP expectations for high
quality, context sensitive urban design outcomes. It sets out principles,
measures and qualitative benchmarks so that we can measure and be sure
design outcomes meet those expectations.
Thanks to all the people who have contributed to this document and who are
working hard to achieve great urban design outcomes for the project.
Together, we are shaping the future landscape of Melbourne, its transport
network and its role in building and sustaining healthy and prosperous
communities.

KEVIN DEVLIN
Chief Executive Officer
Level Crossing Removal Project
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 WHY IS URBAN DESIGN
IMPORTANT?

Urban design is not limited to special projects and
should underpin all planning and development. It is
achievable and important in even the smallest urban
interventions. Good urban design processes and
outcomes are important because they improve:

Urban design is the practice of designing and
making great places and spaces that work well and
are enjoyable for people to be in. It ensures that
every move considers and capitalises on
opportunities to maximise the safety and amenity of
users, provides integrated transport solutions and
creates a better environment for people.

–– The functionality, character and spirit of public
places for individuals and communities.
–– The levels of comfort, accessibility, safety and
inclusiveness of places.

Urban design shapes the built environment to
improve the quality and overall liveability of cities
and towns. While urban design is often tailored for a
specific project, the dynamic and evolving nature of
urban environments means that urban design is a
long-term process.
Good urban design employs a multi-disciplinary
approach, derived from a variety of disciplines, such
as planning, architecture, engineering and
landscape architecture. It draws on these
disciplines to create a vision for an area and then
deploys the resources and skills needed to bring
that vision to life.
Good urban design operates at a variety of scales;
from the macro scale of urban structures, such as
city-wide transport networks, to micro scale
elements such as lighting. Urban design is also
involved throughout the project lifecycle; from the
project definition, through to option studies, concept
and detailed design, construction and evaluation.

–– The expression of social and cultural values
associated with places.
–– The socio-economic composition, diversity and
economic vibrancy of urban areas.
–– The sustainability and resilience of urban
environments.
–– Community connectedness, health and
wellbeing, and pride of place.
Altering the urban environment can be challenging
and costly. Attempts to implement urban design
objectives at later stages of projects proves difficult
and expensive. Involvement in the early planning
phases results in better, more integrated and
effective urban outcomes that can often be achieved
at minimal additional cost. Urban design objectives
should be considered alongside technical
considerations from the project outset through to
delivery. Figure 1 shows that when key design
initiatives are put in place early, there is greater
opportunity for good design to be realised.

Figure 1 Design quality and delivery stages (Source: OVGA Government as Smart Client)
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Embedding Design Quality
Collectively, MTIA projects represent one of the
most significant investments in transport
infrastructure in Victoria’s history. Incorporating
the principles and practices of great urban design
and place making is a priority if this investment is
to deliver a full range of benefits for current and
future Victorians.
The Office of the Victorian Government Architect
(OVGA) advocates for good design to be a priority
throughout the project lifecycle. The OVGA is
embedded across MTIA, assisting in developing
strategies and advocating for good design and
sharing learnings across the program.
MTIA are working with the OVGA to deliver a
design approach based on the five pillars below:
–– Common vision: Create a lasting legacy for
Melbourne through great urban design and
place making in our major transport
infrastructure projects.
–– Accountability: Prepare urban design
documents and requirements to guide the
planning, design and evaluation of major
transport projects.
–– Transparency: Integrate a program of
stakeholder and community engagement with
the design of major transport infrastructure
projects. Identify key local considerations and
opportunities to involve the community,
including young people, in the projects.
–– Governance: Establish a clear framework that
articulates the processes and systems for
achieving high quality, integrated urban design
outcomes for the whole of project lifecycle,
retaining consistent design expertise from the
OVGA, industry and stakeholders at all stages
of the project.

High-quality, well-integrated design is critical to the
success of a major infrastructure project.
Establishing key design initiatives that consider the
long-term possibilities for a place and community
during early stages, and at a broader scale than just
that of the initial transport project investment, may
act as a catalyst and unlock transformative urban
integration and urban renewal opportunities.
The LXRP has the potential to set strong
benchmarks for design quality and to serve as a
catalyst for positive urban renewal that reinvigorates
and reconnects communities. It is essential that any
development opportunities associated with the level
crossing removals contribute to improved urban
amenity through incorporation of good urban design
approaches to ensure site responsive, locally
relevant higher density development.
Factors that have a significant impact on design
outcomes for a given project include:
–– Developing a vision statement;
–– Quality of the brief;
–– Adequacy of the budget;
–– Adequacy of the program;
–– Good design review processes;
–– Good management and governance of urban
design process;
–– Skill of the design team;
–– Design team involvement in construction; and
–– Ability to integrate multiple design disciplines.
The LXRP is committed to ensuring high quality
urban design is achieved through all of its projects.

–– Independent design review: Ensure a robust
design review process through a design
advisory panel, including the use of the
Victorian Design Review Panel at key
milestones throughout the project lifecycle, as
appropriate.
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1.2

PURPOSE AND ROLE OF THE UDF

The UDF informs the integrated planning and design
of level crossing removal other associated projects
as allocated (see www.levelcrossings.vic.gov.au/
projects for a full list of LXRP sites). The UDF will
guide the design and delivery of high quality, context
sensitive urban design outcomes, which enhance
urban amenity and minimise adverse impacts. The
UDF will be used to:

solutions, the UDF sets out what is to be achieved in
terms of urban design quality and performance.

–– Inform site specific urban design guidelines;

–– Provide the basis for the Urban Design Advisory
Panel (UDAP) to provide advice and feedback;

–– Inform and influence the design and delivery of
many aspects of LXRP projects, including project
options, infrastructure and ground plane;
–– Evaluate design proposals; and
–– Assess built form outcomes.
Design must address the rail and road
infrastructure and active transport networks as well
as identify broader place making opportunities for
communities and place.
The UDF encourages private sector expertise and
innovation when creating outstanding urban design
outcomes. This is achieved through a collaborative
design approach to developing technical proposals.
It is essential each project demonstrates integrated
urban design thinking as a catalyst for urban
renewal, improving the quality of the public domain,
being context responsive and helping to enhance
existing urban character and amenity.
Rather than providing prescriptive urban design

6

The principles, objectives, measures and qualitative
benchmarks in this UDF will:
–– Ensure proposals develop with good urban
design considerations, treated as being integral
to project solutions;

–– Guide the evaluation of design proposals; and
–– Establish the minimum quality expected by the
Victorian Government in terms of performance
outcomes and benchmarks for quality.
The UDF is a living document that will be updated as
the LXRP progresses.
While the UDF provides program wide guidance,
LXRP also produces Urban Design Guidelines and
detailed project requirements for each level
crossing removal site. These are informed by the
UDF and complemented by supporting guidance
documents including strategies, guidelines,
technical notes and issues papers. Figure 2 shows
the relationship between these documents.
The UDF is intended for use by the LXRP to guide
decision-making and feedback. The UDF is also
intended for Alliances to support delivery of a design
proposal and outcomes that meet LXRP
expectations.
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CONTRACT DOCUMENTATION

Figure 2 Purpose and role of LXRP documents

1. Urban Design Framework
• Overarching framework that describes
high-level design aspirations and
expectations of the state.
• Contains eight key urban design principles,
with objectives, measures and benchmarks.
• Used to inform and influence the
development of design proposals and
provide a framework for design evaluation.

2. Urban Design Guidelines
• Based on local, regional and
strategic context analysis.
• Establishes design intent for
each location.
• Includes site-specific design requirements that
guide the design and delivery of projects.

4. Guidance
documents
Guidelines, issues
papers and strategies
on specific topics to
support design and
delivery in line with
the UDF and LXRP
expectations.

3. Project Requirements Specification
• Detailed performance requirements
for the project addressing disciplines
including urban design, architecture and
landscape architecture.
• References the UDF and site-specific UDG.
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1.3

POLICY CONTEXT AND RELEVANT DOCUMENTS

The UDF is informed by and seeks to give effect to a
range of policies and strategies at both the federal
and state government level. The key policy
documents are outlined below.
–– The eight principles of the UDF are derived from
the Australian National Urban Design Protocol
‘Creating Places for People’. These principles
outline the expected urban design outcomes for
LXRP and are supported by objectives, measures
and qualitative benchmarks.
–– The Transport Integration Act 2010 (TIA) is
Victoria’s principal transport statute. The TIA
sets out a vision for an integrated and
sustainable transport system that contributes to
an inclusive, prosperous and environmentally
responsible State. It requires the transport
system to increase environmental sustainability
and ensure the greatest benefit for health and
wellbeing.
–– The UDF has been informed by the Public
Transport Victoria (PTV) Network Technical
Standard for Public Transport Precincts (2017),
as well as Transport for Victoria’s Transport
User Needs document. Precinct environments
will be designed to provide safe and predictable
movements prioritised according to PTV's
transport mode hierarchy – prioritising
pedestrians and bicycle access over private
vehicle access.

Melbourne 2017-2050’ (Plan 2050) is structured
around nine principles and seven outcomes. By
applying the UDF, level crossing removals and
associated projects will be integral to realising
20-minute neighbourhoods, a key principle of
Plan 2050. In addition, the UDF will support
several outcomes of Plan 2050:
• Outcome 4: Melbourne is a distinctive and
liveable city with quality design and amenity.
• Outcome 5: Melbourne is a city of inclusive,
vibrant and healthy neighbourhoods.
• Outcome 6: Melbourne is a sustainable and
resilient city.
Figure 3 provides some context between the
different elements of urban form, the relationship
and scale of planning, and LXRP documentation in
which they are addressed.
LXRP acknowledges the work of other institutions in
advocating for high quality urban design outcomes,
including the Australian Institute of Landscape
Architects and OVGA among others. Appendix C
provides links to position statements, guidance
notes and other useful documents that have
informed the UDF and are relevant to urban design.

–– The Department of Transport is preparing the
Urban Roads and Streets Design Guide. The
guide aims to move beyond traditional road
management to a design approach that
considers the needs of all users as well as
interfacing elements such as water sensitive
urban design (WSUD), street furniture, trees,
lighting and the public realm. The main
document will be supported by mode-specific
design guides, the first of which is proposed to
be the Cycling Guide.
–– The Metropolitan Planning Strategy ‘Plan

8
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CREATING PLACES FOR PEOPLE
4

Guidance Documents

LXRP Project Requirements

LXRP Urban Design Guidelines

LXRP Urban Design Framework

Plan Melbourne

Transport Integration Act

Figure
3 Line
of sight
fromfrom
national
to site
(adapted from Creating Places For People)
Figure
1: Line
of sight
national
to level
site level

Thinking about urban design, strategic and statutory planning at different scales helps put them in context. The elements of urban design are illustrated next to the
scale of planning at which they are commonly addressed. Concept adopted from Next Generation Planning, published by the Council of Mayors (SEQ), 2011
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1.4

LOCAL CONSIDERATIONS

Each individual project site should be viewed as a
specific and distinctive opportunity to improve a
local place, the precinct, rail corridor and associated
journey. Effective enhancement of local places
requires an understanding of existing character,
including the physical conditions, strategies, plans
and local community values.

Key considerations for each place will be informed
by discussion with Council and the community as
part of consultation for the projects. Early
engagement supports the successful delivery of the
project through sharing detailed local knowledge
and strategic aspirations for the community as well
as requirements as a future asset owner.

Each site, whether it be a level crossing removal,
new station, road or associated development site,
has its own unique character and ‘sense of place’.
There are distinct issues and opportunities inherent
in each place in terms of its urban design quality.
The design for each place and precinct affected by
the project must take into account the unique
characteristics, issues and opportunities in its
location and community. Consideration must also be
given to the dynamism of communities and to the
needs of those who may live in and use these areas
today and in the future.

While the UDF provides program-wide guidance,
local considerations are identified in Urban Design
Guidelines (UDG) prepared for each project site.

Every place must be analysed as a specific and
distinct opportunity. Nevertheless, places delivered
in conjunction or along the same corridor must
demonstrate how the urban design response
contributes to a line-wide identity.

10

UDGs articulate the vision and design intent, identify
key opportunities and issues, and establish
guidelines for the site in accordance with UDF
principles. They also integrate relevant local
government and key agency stakeholders.
Project teams must undertake careful analysis of
existing contexts through site investigation and
research to understand local issues and
opportunities. The proposed solution must provide
evidence of how the design responds to these issues
and opportunities to enhance and contribute to
better local outcomes. This includes analysis of each
existing place, associated precincts and the corridor
as a whole to establish a sound basis for a
responsive design solution.
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2. FRAMEWORK STRUCTURE

The UDF has five components in three sections.
The five components will be used to assess and evaluate a design proposal at each phase through to
delivery.
High quality design will be achieved through the holistic application of the principles, objectives, measures
and qualitative benchmarks contained within the UDF and subsequent site-specific UDG.

VISION AND
ASPIRATIONS

The vision and aspirations describe the goal to achieve high quality urban design
outcomes for the whole project and align with the strategic intent for the precinct
and place.

PRINCIPLES

The principles and objectives provide overarching expectations for high quality
design considerations across the whole project, and are used to inform selection
of preferred options, development of solutions and evaluation of proposals and
final built outcomes.
The eight principles of the UDF are derived from the Australian National Urban
Design Protocol ‘Creating Places for People’. These principles outline the
expected results for achieving good urban design outcomes.

OBJECTIVES

The objectives clarify aspects of the principles and describe specific outcomes to
be achieved to give effect to each principle.

MEASURES

The measures provide performance requirements, based on a range of elements,
demonstrating achievement of the principles and objectives.
The measures communicate the expected outcomes as the basis for which
proposals will be informed, designed, evaluated and delivered.

QUALITATIVE
BENCHMARKS

The qualitative benchmarks provide a series of images that show the minimum
standard of design quality expected for project elements, drawn from relevant
LXRP and other precedent projects.
The qualitative benchmarks provide a reference to demonstrate the level of
quality in meeting the measures in terms of conceptual and detailed design
integration, innovation and detailed resolution.
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3. U
 RBAN DESIGN VISION AND
ASPIRATIONS
The vision and aspirations describe the goal to achieve high quality urban design outcomes for the whole
project and align with the strategic intent for the precinct and place.

3.1

VISION

A collaborative, interdisciplinary approach integrates technical and design aspects in project solutions, and
enables architectural, landscape and urban outcomes that focus on creating great places for people.

3.2 ASPIRATIONS
Five aspirations support the vision:
–– Design excellence will be achieved to benefit all of the transport network, its users and the communities
and places through which the project passes;
–– The project will maximise positive impacts on the environment, community and local economy;
–– High quality urban design will be closely integrated with best practice technical solutions;
–– Opportunities to provide added community benefits will be pursued, including health and wellbeing
through urban amenity and quality; and
–– Collaborative, multi-disciplinary integrated design thinking will be achieved through an urban design led
process.

12
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4. PRINCIPLES AND OBJECTIVES

The principles and objectives provide overarching expectations for high quality design across the whole
project, and are used to inform preferred options, development of solutions and evaluation of proposals and
final built outcomes.
The eight principles of the UDF are derived from the Australian National Urban Design Protocol ‘Creating
Places for People’. These principles outline the expected results for achieving good urban design outcomes
for people and places.
The objectives clarify aspects of the principles and describe specific outcomes to be achieved to give effect
to each principle.
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Urban design outcome

Urban design outcome

ENHANCING

DIVERSE

Principle 1

Principle 2

IDENTITY

URBAN INTEGRATION

A well-defined identity and sense of place is key to
creating strong and vibrant communities.

A well-integrated environment is a fundamental
framework for the successful development of a
great place.

Objective 1.1 Journey

Objective 2.1 Integration

Enrich the civic identity of the road and rail corridor to
enhance the journey and to create engaging and
memorable experiences.

Provide an integrated design aligned with context
analysis, local government and community vision and
relevant broader government policies.

Objective 1.2 Responsive

Objective 2.2 Reconnect

Design and integrate infrastructure to respond and
contribute to the aspirations and valued social, cultural
and physical qualities of the local area. Demonstrate
sensitivity to interfaces with neighbours.

Reconnect communities and places previously severed
by infrastructure intervention, and foster community
cohesion.

Objective 1.3 Heritage

Objective 2.3 Urban renewal

Respect and respond to Traditional Owner and postcontact cultural heritage and local history.

Demonstrate how the new works will integrate with and
support existing civic and commercial activity, and act
as a catalyst for future urban renewal.

Objective 1.4 Sense of place

Objective 2.4 Future-proofing

Recognise, maintain and enrich the identity of the local
neighbourhood. Develop a design that embodies the
precinct character and its relationship to local
communities to provide a distinctive sense of place.

Respond to strategic transport and land use planning
for the networks and broader precincts.

Objective 1.5 Consultation
Enhance the quality of project outcomes by working
closely with affected stakeholders and communities to
identify and prioritise key local issues and
opportunities.

14
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Urban design outcome

Urban design outcome

CONNECTED

WALKABLE

Principle 3

Principle 4

CONNECTIVITY & WAYFINDING

ACCESSIBILITY

A well-connected and legible environment
contributes significantly to a strong economy, the
use of public and active transport, and an
integrated community.

A highly accessible and inclusive environment
provides a positive user experience and
contributes to health and wellbeing of the
community.

Objective 3.1 Connectivity

Objective 4.1 Universally inclusive

Improve connectivity and enable ease of movement
between places and spaces for all users by providing
direct connections and clear sightlines in the station
precinct, broader region and across the rail corridor.

Design for universal accessibility, promote equity, and
minimise perceived and physical barriers in public
spaces within and beyond the precinct. Improve
precinct and station accessibility for all users.

Objective 3.2 Legibility

Objective 4.2 Walkable

Design for legibility and intuitive wayfinding by
providing a clear hierarchy of community links, paths
and spaces that reduces reliance on signs.

Prioritise walkability by coordinating with existing
networks and land use patterns, providing high quality
and generous connections and pedestrian friendly
traffic and road conditions.

Objective 3.3 Multi-modal transport

Objective 4.3 Active transport

Provide a range of transport options and facilitate
efficient intermodal connections that avoid conflict for
all users.

Plan and design to encourage and prioritise walking,
cycling and using public transport within and beyond
the precinct.
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Urban design outcome

Urban design outcome

SAFE

COMFORTABLE

Principle 5

Principle 6

SAFETY

AMENITY

A safe environment is essential for a strong and
connected community.

High quality urban amenity associated with the
experience of a great public place contributes to a
successful, equitable and prosperous community.

Objective 5.1 Personal safety

Objective 6.1 Comfort

Apply Crime Prevention Through Environmental Design
(CPTED) principles to design places that improve
community safety and reduce opportunities for crime
and antisocial behaviour.

Design for the physical comfort of all users with access
to daylight and shelter.

Objective 5.2 Natural surveillance & access

Objective 6.2 Wellbeing

Maximise visual connections and passive surveillance
opportunities in stations and public spaces. Provide
clear, accommodating and legible routes, entries and
exits.

The design contributes to people's wellbeing by
providing a pleasant and enjoyable environment with
access to nature and opportunities for social
interaction.

Objective 5.3 Perception of safety

Objective 6.3 High quality

Understand how age, gender, socio-cultural
background, ability and other personal characteristics
influence the way users perceive a place as safe and
inclusive.

Provide a high quality design outcome that makes a
positive contribution to the local area through a wellconsidered concept, construction detail and execution.

Objective 6.4 Impact mitigation
Avoid where possible, or minimise the negative impacts
of noise, spilled light, visual bulk, overshadowing and
visual clutter.

16
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Urban design outcome

Urban design outcome

VIBRANT

ENDURING

Principle 7

Principle 8

VIBRANCY

RESILIENCE & ENVIRONMENTAL
SUSTAINABILITY

Activation and diversity in the experience of urban
places supports a prosperous and healthy
community.

Places and corridors must be sustainable,
enduring and resilient to support and nurture
current and future generations.

Objective 7.1 Put people first

Objective 8.1 Environmental sustainability

Provide an integrated, welcoming and inclusive public
realm that facilitates social interaction and positive
engagement between people, spaces and activities.

Design environmentally sustainable places that
contribute to the transition to a low-carbon city,
considering the whole of life and precinct wide impacts
and opportunities of the place.

Objective 7.2 Vibrant public realm

Objective 8.2 Climate resilience

Create memorable, engaging and inspiring spaces and
places that encourage people to dwell.

Ensure designs are resilient to the current and
projected impacts of climate change, such as flooding
and extreme heat.

Objective 7.3 Range of experiences

Objective 8.3 Vegetation

Provide opportunities for a range of uses and
experiences that are accessible at different times of the
day and the year.

Ensure designs contribute to a diverse landscape
that supports biodiversity.

Objective 8.4 Enduring & durable
Ensure a positive built legacy with design solutions
that are enduring in quality and function, readily
maintainable and that will age gracefully.
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5. M
 EASURES AND QUALITATIVE
BENCHMARKS
INTRODUCTION
The measures provide performance requirements
for a range of elements that demonstrate how the
principles and objectives are achieved.

Figure 4 Urban design spatial contexts

The qualitative benchmarks provide a series of
images that show the minimum standard of design
quality expected for project elements, drawn from
relevant level crossing removal and other precedent
projects (refer to QB1 to QB61).

3
THE CORRIDOR AND
THE BROADER CONTEXT

2
THE PRECINCT OR
PLACE WITHIN WHICH
THE PROJECT SITS

The qualitative benchmarks provide a reference to
demonstrate the level of quality in meeting the
measures in terms of conceptual and detailed
design integration, innovation and detailed
resolution.

1
THE IMMEDIATE SITE
INCLUDING LEVEL
CROSSINGS AND STATIONS

The measures and qualitative benchmarks together
set aspirations for projects to achieve the principles
and objectives of the UDF. A successful design will
respond to the relevant measures and qualitative
benchmarks.
Three spatial contexts (Figure 4) describe the
different scales of level crossing removal projects:
1. The immediate site including level crossings and
stations;
2. The precinct or place within which the project
sits; and
3. The corridor and broader context.
The UDF principles, objectives, measures and
benchmarks apply to all three contexts. The
measures and qualitative benchmarks will apply, as
relevant, to these areas.

18
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5.1

GENERAL MEASURES

M1.1

The design delivers a high quality, wellresolved, innovative outcome that is enduring
in expression and timeless in nature for all
transport users, the adjacent community and
Melbourne as a whole.

M1.2 The design is functional and adaptable for
future infrastructure needs.
M1.3 A sense of journey is created and all
elements contribute to the overall coherence
and identity of place. This is achieved by
integrating the structural, functional and
service elements with the landscape, land
use and character of the precincts and
places along the alignment.

QB1 Clifton Hill Railway Duplication, Melbourne
Integrated elements create a sense of journey

M1.4 The design is sensitive to the local character
and context and avoids negative amenity
impacts on nearby residents and adjacent
land uses, including public open space and
future development sites.
M1.5 Early engagement is embedded in the overall
design process when pursuing design
opportunities in collaboration with Traditional
Owners.
M1.6 The design contributes to the line-wide
identity as well as legibility of the corridor.
M1.7

The design assists in facilitating 20-minute
neighbourhoods.

M1.8 The design supports climate resilience and
environmental sustainability by:

QB2 Craigieburn Bypass, Melbourne
High quality design outcome enhances Melbourne’s cultural
identity and reputation for design innovation and excellence

–– Aligning new infrastructure with the LXRP
Sustainability Strategic Plan 2019-2023.
–– The efficient use of locally sourced and
sustainable alternatives to traditional
materials, where possible, to reduce
embodied carbon and minimise waste.
–– Minimising energy usage, increasing
energy efficiency and enabling use of
renewable energy.
–– Using integrated water capture, rainwater
tanks and reuse into adjacent open space.
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QB3 Newtown Interchange, Sydney
Contemporary station design responds to heritage precinct
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M1.9

New interfaces and uses contribute positively
to the setting and neighbourhood.

M1.10 Architectural and structural design are
integrated to minimise the need for cladding,
reducing excess materials and embodied
energy.
M1.11 The design incorporates CPTED principles to
deter anti-social behaviour and create a
welcoming and safe environment. The
design:
–– Has regard to existing and planned land
uses when locating station facilities to
maximise visibility and passive
surveillance opportunities.

QB4 MAX Orange Line, Portland, USA
Coordinated furniture palette provides a sense of identity

–– Minimises segregation, dead ends and
enclosed spaces.
–– Maximises natural light and openness,
particularly in undercroft areas.
M1.12 Principles for siting, form and finishes for all
rail, road and street furniture, lighting,
signage housings and other miscellaneous
items are established early in the design
process to minimise visual clutter and deliver
a consistent palette.
M1.13 Assets are designed to be fit for purpose so
they can be readily handed over at project
completion.

QB5 Clayton Station, Melbourne
Environmentally sustainable design maximises natural daylight

QB6 Djerring Trail, Melbourne
The design increases connectivity and open space for the local
community
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5.2 ALIGNMENT MEASURES
M2.1

Within site constraints, the horizontal and
vertical alignment of the road or rail
geometry responds positively to the local
context by:
–– Integrating with adjacent activity centres
and public realm, particularly where
off-line construction is proposed.
–– Reinforcing active transport links to
improve safety, directness, coherence,
comfort and attractiveness for users.
–– Promoting intuitive wayfinding.
–– Consolidating linear infrastructure such
as local access roads, batters and utilities
to minimise footprint on existing features
and maximise landscape opportunities.

QB7 Olympic Sculpture Park, Seattle, USA
A high quality public realm is created through grade
separation

–– Integrating underground services to
maximise deep soil zones for canopy
trees.
–– Avoiding the need for screening to
mitigate overlooking, overshadowing and
light spill issues.
M2.2 Rail and road alignments are designed to
strengthen community connections by:
–– Visually and physically reconnecting
precincts that were previously
disconnected by transport infrastructure.

QB8 Hague RandstadRail, Netherlands
Elevated rail reconnects precincts

–– Supporting multi-modal access and
transit networks to enable and encourage
growth in sustainable transport modes.
–– Exploring the potential for integrated
development opportunities.
–– Providing direct and universally
accessible cross-corridor connectivity to
increase permeability along the corridor.
–– Enhancing access and egress outcomes
between and through stations, adjacent
land uses and public spaces.
QB9 Seaford Road Elevated Rail, Melbourne
Elevated rail increases cross-corridor connectivity
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5.3 STATION AND PRECINCT MEASURES
M3.1

The station precinct responds to key user
needs including safety, comfort, ease of
access, reliability and experience at both
peak and off-peak times.

M3.2 The design concept and execution recognises
the dual role of a station as access point for
public transport and broader civic role in the
community by:
–– Providing a high quality public realm to
encourage social interaction and
community connection.
–– Responding to and enhancing the local
context.

QB10 Bayswater Station, Melbourne
Built form responds to local topography

–– Being fit for purpose and offering good
amenity for commuters and others.
–– Providing adequate shade, wind and rain
protection for commuters at platforms,
within the station forecourt and the
broader precinct.
M3.3 Station precincts provide direct, safe and
universally accessible pedestrian circulation
across, to and through the station precinct,
integrating with the public realm.
M3.4 The design promotes efficient, comfortable,
safe and legible intermodal connections by:
QB11 North Melbourne Station, Melbourne
Well-proportioned platform canopy provides adequate weather
protection

–– Accommodating all priority modes.
–– Ensuring walking and cycling paths cater
for desire lines and key flows.
–– Ensuring intuitive wayfinding through
visual and physical connectivity.
–– Designing waiting areas for good visual
permeability and ease of use for multimodal transport.
–– Ensuring cycling facilities are safe, robust
and an integral part of the station design.
M3.5 A new station’s location:
–– Delivers high quality outcomes for
universal access.
–– Supports the existing movement network
and responds to future access needs.
22

QB12 South Morang Station, Melbourne
Welcoming and legible station entrance provides access to
daylight
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–– Maximises the opportunity to activate
adjacent activity centres.
–– Provides suitable interfaces to, and
increases amenity of, surrounding areas.
M3.6 Station facilities provide welcoming,
comfortable spaces and efficient services for
commuters and users of the station.
M3.7 Station entrances are accessible, legible,
generous and designed to enhance local
connectivity and identity.
M3.8 Station concourses are comfortable places to
wait that provide access to daylight, high
visual amenity and intuitive wayfinding.
M3.9

Forecourt paving materials are durable, and
reinforce station identity.

QB13 Mernda Station, Melbourne
Precinct design enables direct connection between bus and
train

M3.10 Roadside barriers, anti-throw screens and
corridor fencing positively contribute to the
station precinct.
TRENCH STATION MEASURES
M3.11 The design eliminates where possible, or
minimises the need for bridge piers on
platforms to improve passive surveillance
and amenity.
M3.12 The full height of platform trench walls are
considered as a consistent architectural
surface to provide a high level of amenity.

QB14 Frankston Station, Melbourne
Station entrance provides direct and universal access

M3.13 Rail trenches provide well-lit platform
environments with access to daylight.
M3.14 The platform surface, trench walls and
lighting in the bridge undercroft are
considered as a visually appealing interior
space with a high level of amenity.
DEMI-TRENCH STATION MEASURES
M3.15 Adequately scaled decks are provided over
demi-trenches to consolidate station
buildings, minimise the station footprint and
visual barrier along the corridor.
M3.16 New or relocated demi-trench stations
facilitate visual and physical integration with
good connectivity between the station
precinct and adjacent activity centre.
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QB15 North Melbourne Station, Melbourne
Lighting elements integrate with canopy structures
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5.4 ELEVATED RAIL AND ROAD MEASURES
M4.1 The alignment and design of elevated
structures provides an open, visually
permeable and cohesive public realm below.
M4.2 The design of new and modified bridges,
viaducts, or ramps must contribute to the
local identity, complement adjacent
structures and respond to context.
M4.3 The design provides active transport
connections that support existing and
proposed pedestrian and cyclist networks.
Where an elevated structure severs existing
connections, they are re-established at
locations that increase cross-corridor
connectivity.

QB16 McCormick Tribune Campus Centre, Chicago , USA
Noise-absorbing steel tube wrapped around metro protects the
McCormick Tribune Campus building

M4.4 Views from sensitive interfaces and the
public realm to the elevated structure are
carefully considered and visual amenity
impacts minimised.
M4.5 Areas below elevated structures enhance
safety and amenity by providing access to
daylight, generous pedestrian environments
and clear sightlines.
M4.6 Any paths between retaining walls of the
elevated structure and adjacent built form
and fencing are comfortable, safe and enable
clear sight lines.
M4.7 All the elements of the structure, including
superstructure, piers and abutment retaining
walls are integrated elements that minimise
visual and physical bulk, visual clutter and
contribute to an elegant and wellproportioned infrastructure.

QB17 Centre Road Activation Node, Melbourne
Height and pier design of the rail bridge provides a sense of
openness and visual connectivity across the corridor

M4.8 The design minimises the extent of barriers
and screens. Where barriers and screens are
required, high quality, durable materials are
used that maximise visual permeability and
integrate with the elevated structure.
M4.9 All services are integrated into and concealed
within elevated structures to reduce visual
clutter.
QB18 Melton Highway Road Over Rail, Melbourne
High-quality materials are integrated with the structure to
improve pedestrian and cycling amenity
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ELEVATED RAIL MEASURES
M4.10 Elevated rail viaducts are aligned to increase
daylight to the ground plane, minimise
overshadowing and visual bulk to adjacent
sensitive receptors and public realm.
M4.11 Opportunities for cross-corridor connectivity
are maximised.
M4.12 Bridge pier form, height and alignment
provide a generous pedestrian environment,
maximise ground level connectivity and
increase public realm opportunities.
M4.13 Elevated rail abutments provide comfortable
movement and good amenity for pedestrians
under the structure.

QB19 Carnegie Station, Melbourne
Separated viaducts increase access to daylight and minimises
visual bulk

ELEVATED ROAD MEASURES
M4.14 Where feasible, elevated road carriageways
maximise daylight to the ground plane and
minimise overshadowing to adjacent sensitive
receptors and the public realm.
M4.15 The design minimises circuitous active travel
routes between precinct quadrants at level
crossing removal sites.
M4.16 The design minimises the number of piers
and width of the structure to enhance
pedestrian amenity, passive surveillance,
sight lines and access to daylight below the
structure.

QB20 Calder Freeway, Ravenswood
Vertical abutments, tapered and curved barrier profile
contributes to a simple, well-resolved bridge form

M4.17 Road bridges with pedestrian and cycling
paths minimise the need for landings to
provide a comfortable walking and cycling
experience.
M4.18 Road bridges with pedestrian and cycling
paths align barriers along back of kerb to
increase pedestrian and cyclist safety.
M4.19 Containment barriers on road bridges adopt
low concrete barriers with rails to maximise
passive surveillance to pedestrian and
cycling paths.
QB21 Anderson Road, Sunshine
Road bridge achieves pedestrian connectivity to all four
quadrants of the precinct
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5.5

LOWERED RAIL AND ROAD MEASURES

M5.1

The cutting design, including alignment of
piers, props and retaining wall systems, does
not preclude future development within or
adjacent to the site.

M5.2 Existing pedestrian and cyclist connections
are re-established at locations that increase
cross-corridor connectivity and retain local
desire lines.
M5.3 Natural rock in cuttings is exposed where
stable to celebrate local geology and
contribute to corridor identity.
M5.4 High quality architectural finishes and
materials are specified in lowered platform
and pedestrian environments.

QB22 Freeway Park on the I-5, Seattle, USA
Lowered road integrates the landscape and pedestrian overpass

M5.5 Where shotcrete is agreed as a suitable
finish, it is uniformly treated and designed to
manage graffiti across the entire surface.
M5.6 Shallow slopes enable plant growth to
improve visual amenity and reduce risk of
erosion along the corridor.
LOWERED RAIL MEASURES
M5.7 Rail trench depths are maximised to promote
high quality, universal cross-corridor access.
M5.8 The need for structural props is minimised.
Where structural props are required, they
are well-integrated and well-detailed.
M5.9 High quality design and visually permeable
materials mitigate the visual impact of ramps
and bridges over the rail corridor.

QB23 Tallawong Station, Rouse Hill NSW
Widened trench and embankment slope with planting
improves amenity for commuters

LOWERED ROAD MEASURES
M5.10 Roadside cuttings maximise the opportunity
to coordinate tree planting with barriers.
M5.11 Bridges over lowered roads are high quality
and integrated to improve pedestrian and
motorist experience.
M5.12 High quality integrated architectural and
structural retaining walls improve amenity
for shared pathway users with considered
maintenance inspection points.
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QB24 South Morang Station Platform, Melbourne
Architectural treatments to the trench wall improve
commuter experience
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5.6

PUBLIC REALM MEASURES

M6.1

Connections to existing and future pedestrian
precincts, community and recreation facilities,
public open spaces, identified future
developments and activity centres are created
and enhanced.

M6.2 Accessibility and general amenity for the
community is improved through a coherent,
legible and continuous public realm.
M6.3 Open spaces are comfortable and inclusive
with good access to daylight, shade, shelter
and seating.
M6.4 Spaces provided support a diversity of active
and passive uses. Spaces such as civic plazas
for community activities and cultural events
are integrated with parkland and passive
recreation spaces, where appropriate.

QB25 Lonsdale Street, Dandenong
The design enhances the connection between the public realm
and existing activity centre

M6.5 Public amenities including street furniture are
comfortable, robust and provide a high quality
design outcome.
M6.6 Buildings facing the public realm are activated
at the ground floor and provide passive
surveillance and interest for pedestrians.
M6.7

New public spaces maximise street frontage
entry opportunities, wherever possible, to
facilitate greater permeability.

M6.8 Temporary disturbance to existing public
spaces is fully resolved at project completion,
including replacement of pavement, lighting,
topsoil, vegetation and tree planting.

QB26 Karrum Karrum Bridge, Melbourne
Inclusive and welcoming space acknowledges local history

QB27 Carnegie Station, Melbourne
Open space below the viaduct is safe and comfortable, with
access to daylight
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5.7

L ANDSCAPE AND NATURAL ENVIRONMENT MEASURES

M7.1

Habitat value and the biodiversity of flora and
fauna communities along the corridor is
enhanced and increased.

M7.2

The design of new infrastructure and the
siting of elements minimises loss of mature
trees, remnant native vegetation, significant
landscapes and parkland.

M7.3

The extent and quality of existing and
surrounding landscapes is enhanced through
a coherent landscape design concept for the
corridor that presents a coordinated colour,
form and texture palette.

M7.4

Canopy coverage is increased and trees
planted, wherever possible, to contribute to
the immediate and surrounding landscape. In
particular, canopy trees are established
along the rail corridor, active transport
corridors, within car parks, the station
forecourt and the public realm to provide
shade, wind protection, stormwater drainage,
comfort and visual amenity.

M7.5

Plant selection, design and layout is resilient
to changes in climate. Each selected species
suits the micro-climate and will give a low
maintenance, thriving and enduring outcome.

M7.6

Plant selection, design and layout create a
visual buffer between the new infrastructure
and surrounding areas.

QB28 Woody Meadows trial, City of Melbourne
Low maintenance species are selected appropriate to local
micro-climate

QB29 Shared use path, Clayton Station, Melbourne
Landscape acts as a buffer between a residential areas and
rail infrastructure

M7.7

WSUD opportunities are integrated with the
design to enhance biodiversity and provide
stormwater management.

M7.8

Landscaped areas minimise the steepness of
the grade to support long-term plant
establishment and growth.

M7.9

The design provides irrigation to feature and
raised planting beds in station environments.

M7.10 The design responds to future maintenance
requirements and provides conditions for
plants to grow in a healthy environment.
M7.11 Native or indigenous species are used where
appropriate, particularly in environmentally
sensitive zones and in response to the local
context.
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QB30 Skye Road Planting, Melbourne
Well-coordinated landscape responds to large scale infrastructure
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5.8 PEDESTRIAN AND CYCLIST CONNECTION MEASURES
M8.1

The existing pedestrian and cycling network
along and across the rail corridor and to the
station precinct is enhanced. New paths build
on and feed into existing networks,
particularly strategically important cycling
corridors, priority bicycle routes, the
principal pedestrian network and pedestrian
priority areas.

M8.2 Connectivity is achieved through an
integrated and dense network that links
people with destinations and with other
transport modes.
M8.3 Identified issues and barriers for cycling and
pedestrian connection are addressed by
improving conditions for pedestrians and
cyclists equally with continuous, more direct,
safe and high quality routes.

QB31 Bowen Place, Canberra
High amenity is provided around and through underpasses

M8.4 Opportunities are investigated for new
pedestrian and bicycle paths that maintain
and extend local connectivity for all users,
including linking to existing or new
community facilities, open spaces and urban
renewal areas.
M8.5 Opportunities for grade-separated
pedestrian and bicycle connections across
the rail corridor and any cuttings are
investigated.
M8.6 Wayfinding and legibility around the area is
improved and continues through the design.
Wayfinding is intuitive, clear and consistent.

QB32 Køge Nord Station Footbridge, Køge, Denmark
High quality pedestrian connections are created within the
station precinct

M8.7 Permeability and connectivity of active
transport modes is prioritised in station
precincts.
M8.8 Adequate space and appropriate interfaces
are provided between various modes of
transport.
M8.9 The design avoids unnecessary level changes
to maximise pedestrian and cyclist
convenience.
QB33 MAX Orange Line, Portland, USA
Active and public transport infrastructure are prioritised within
the station precinct
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M8.10 Pedestrian and cyclist underpasses are
designed:
–– To provide a positive user experience and
high-quality space.
–– At a comfortable scale for pedestrians
and cyclists, maximising the width and
height of the underpass.
–– To make use of natural light.
–– To provide visual permeability through
and along the underpass, with clear
sightlines that maximise passive
surveillance to entries and exits.

QB34 Middle Gorge Station Bike Cage, Melbourne
Diverse transport modes are encouraged by providing facilities

–– With sufficient space allocated for
required services.
M8.11 The design and location of active transport
infrastructure avoids the potential for
conflicts between pedestrians, cyclists and
vehicles.
M8.12 Transitions between pedestrian and cycling
paths are safe, continuous and seamless.
Routes are direct and consistent design
elements assist legibility.
M8.13 Cyclist and pedestrian paths for users
accessing the station are clearly defined and
separated from the broader network to avoid
unnecessary traffic and conflicts with
through-commuters.

QB35 Mernda Station Raised Pedestrian Crossing, Melbourne
Improved pedestrians crossings increase pedestrian safety and
connectivity

M8.14 The location and spatial requirements of
active transport infrastructure is identified
early to:
–– Avoid unnecessary vegetation removal.
–– Maximise pedestrian and cyclist comfort
by coordinating with utility placement.

QB36 Clayton Activation Node, Melbourne
Clear and integrated signage improves wayfinding
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5.9

CAR PARKING MEASURES

M9.1

Spatial efficiency has been maximised,
including opportunities to integrate
commuter parking with integrated
development opportunities through shared
arrangement or off-peak use of car bays.

M9.2 Siting and layout supports passive
surveillance and commercial activity by
integrating with local activity centres.
M9.3 Siting and layout protects and enhances the
natural environment and minimises removal
of mature vegetation.
M9.4 Siting and layout minimises disturbances
(light, noise, bulk) to adjacent sensitive
interfaces and has the least impact on the
surrounding communities.
M9.5

Layout provides a sufficient offset from site
boundaries to enable landscaping or
architectural relief.

M9.6

The design enhances existing and proposed
local movement networks and informal
desire lines, providing permeability through
the car park if necessary.

M9.7

The design anticipates, and where feasible
allows for, future adaptive re-use.

M9.8

The design separates and defines circulation
and entry for each transport mode. In
particular separated pedestrian footpaths
are provided and delineated by wheel stops,
kerbs, alternative material or line markings
within the car park and to exit points.

M9.9

QB37 Ginifer Station Car Park, Melbourne
Existing trees are retained and new trees coordinated with CCTV

QB38 Macadamia Castle, NSW
Sustainable technologies are incorporated into the car park
design

The design minimises impervious surfaces,
including using WSUD where appropriate.

M9.10 The design provides sufficient shade either
from structures or canopy trees.
M9.11 The design encourages planting of canopy
trees throughout the carpark.

QB39 Solar Lights at RACQ Car Park, Queensland
Coordinated lighting improves security and safety
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MULTI-DECK MEASURES
M9.12 The design integrates with topography, where
possible, to reduce above-ground height and
visual impact.
M9.13 The design is functional, efficient, safe and
strongly responds to context.
M9.14 The building height and mass is scaled in
proportion to its context.
M9.15 The design facilitates intuitive wayfinding
through clear visual cues to entry and exit
points, maximising visual permeability to all
sides and providing open and visible
circulation infrastructure.

QB40 Park 'n Play, Copenhagen, Denmark
External expression of pedestrian circulation supports wayfinding and
passive surveillance

M9.16 Natural light into the car park is maximised.
M9.17 Vertical circulation infrastructure is provided
to the outside of the building wherever
possible, to increase passive surveillance and
reduce building bulk through articulation.
M9.18 Ground floors are sleeved with shop fronts or
community spaces, where appropriate, to
support activity and passive surveillance.
M9.19 Adequate space is provided at the ground
plane for landscaping, including canopy trees
to screen and soften the structure.

QB41 P+R Car Park, Zutphen, The Netherlands
Sculptural facade uses highly standardised components

QB42 Festspielgarage, Erl, Austria
Car parking design provides an integrated response with a
considered structural system
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5.10 SUBSTATION AND ANCILLARY STRUCTURE MEASURES
M10.1 Siting of substations and ancillary structures
minimises impacts on existing vegetation,
light spill and amenity impacts on nearby
residents and adjacent sensitive land uses.
M10.2 Substations and ancillary structures
integrate with topography, where possible, to
reduce above-ground height and visual
impact.
M10.3 The design incorporates compact substations
that reduce land requirements, bulk, amenity
impact and design and fabrication costs.
M10.4 Substations and ancillary structures are built
at ground-level, wherever possible, to
minimise the need for stairs, balustrades,
additional screening and noise attenuation.

QB43 Footscray Substation, Melbourne
High quality substation façade treatment improves visual
amenity

M10.5 Facade treatments and security fencing is
high quality and designed to:
–– Respond to local context.
–– Reduce visual impact.
–– Deter vandalism.
–– Enhance the built quality of the structure.
–– Enable a degree of transparency to
reduce perceived bulk.
M10.6 Landscape treatments screen substations
and ancillary structures and provide visual
relief.

QB44 Murrumbeena Substation, Melbourne
Staggered fencing screens substation and minimises visual bulk

QB45 Storängstorget, Stockholm, Sweden
Sculptural facade contributes to urban environment
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5.11 MATERIALS AND FINISHES MEASURES
M11.1 A palette of materials, treatments and
finishes is developed for the whole corridor
and key precincts as part of the urban design
concept, including for:
–– Roads, bridges and elevated structures.
–– Noise barriers, retaining walls,
abutments, fencing and barriers.
–– Pedestrian and cycle paths and
infrastructure.
–– Land forming, planting and open space
elements, including open cuttings.
QB46 Bowen Place Crossing Development, Canberra
Articulated surface minimises the potential of graffiti

–– Associated elements including signage,
lighting and any furniture.
M11.2 The material palette is sensitive to the local
environment, assists the broader wayfinding
strategy for the corridor and its precinct and
contributes to enhancing local identity.
M11.3 The materials and finishes used in the
project are high quality, durable, safe, robust,
easy to maintain and will age well over time.
M11.4 Construction methodology supports high
quality detailing and application of finishes.
M11.5 The materials have a low embodied energy,
are sustainable and locally sourced, where
possible, including use of recycled or reused
material.

QB47 Thompsons Road Bridge, Melbourne
High quality, durable and robust materials

M11.6 New materials and finishes do not create
light pollution in the surrounding areas.
M11.7 The selection and application of materials
and finishes minimises the potential for
vandalism and graffiti.
M11.8 The palette of hard and soft landscaping
elements is coordinated with any local
government strategy or palette where
relevant.
M11.9 Fencing uses durable and visually permeable
materials to maximise visual connection and
light to corridor.
QB48 Mernda Station Platform, Melbourne
Durable materials utilise local rock from rail cuttings
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5.12 SCREENING MEASURES
M12.1 Screening, including noise attenuation,
anti-throw, safety and privacy is integrated
and detailed to minimise visual bulk of
large-scale structures.
M12.2 New screens respond to existing screening
elements, landforms, urban interfaces and
the urban design concept for the precinct and
the project.
M12.3 Barriers positively address and enhance both
the rail side and community side of the
barrier and show careful consideration of
form, texture and colour on both sides of the
wall equally.
M12.4 Overshadowing of residential properties,
open space, waterways and valuable habitat
by screening elements is minimised.

QB49 Hawkstowe Bridge, Melbourne
Integrated screen contributes to urban amenity and visual
permeability

M12.5 Visual permeability of screens and barriers is
maximised to increase passive surveillance
and visibility for all corridor users,
particularly cyclists and pedestrians.
M12.6 Transparent panels are used where noise
walls substantially interfere with residents’
views or access to daylight.
M12.7 The potential for vandalism to screening
elements is minimised through materials
selection, detail and positioning.

QB50 Eastlink, Melbourne
High quality transparent noise walls minimising over shadowing
and visual bulk of the structure

QB51 Bayswater Station Overpass, Melbourne
Visually permeable anti-throw mesh screens increase passive
surveillance
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5.13 LIGHTING MEASURES
M13.1 A cohesive and integrated approach to
functional and aesthetic lighting responds to
location, type and user experience.
M13.2 All lighting is designed sensitively to the
surrounding environment and oriented to
minimise light pollution. Highly directional
lighting is used, where possible, to avoid light
spill into surrounding areas.
M13.3 Feature lighting enhances navigation and the
user experience.
M13.4 Feature lighting is coordinated with other
design elements to create a cohesive identity
for the project.

QB52 Clayton Station Concourse, Melbourne
Integrated lighting celebrates structural form

M13.5 Functional lighting for the project is
integrated with and appropriate to the
surrounding land uses.
M13.6 Functional lighting is used to enhance
personal safety and access around
infrastructure.
M13.7 Lighting between the station precinct and
abutting streets, paths and open space
minimises sudden differences in illuminance
levels.
M13.8 Lighting design in undercroft areas including
platforms and underpasses increases safety,
amenity and comfort.
M13.9 Energy efficient, vandal proof and easily
maintained light fixtures are used.

QB53 Webb Bridge, Melbourne
Lighting fixtures integrate well with architectural design
elements

QB54 University of Sydney Darling Campus, Sydney
Integrated lighting enhances the user experience
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5.14 INTEGRATED ART WORK MEASURES
M14.1 Opportunities to integrate public artworks in
station precincts are realised to activate and
provide vibrancy and interest, particularly for:
–– Highly trafficked areas.
–– Threshold or gateway locations.
–– Spaces with safety or anti-social
behaviour issues.
M14.2 Artwork is responsive to context and
contributes to local vision, character, themes
and heritage.
M14.3 Artwork is integrated with and complements
the overall design of the project.

QB55 Clem Jones Tunnel, Brisbane
Creative works integrate with infrastructure elements

M14.4 Artwork is high quality and contemporary,
and contributes to the civic identity of the site.

QB56 Rosanna Station, Melbourne
Creative works integrate with built form elements

QB57 Gardiner Station Forecourt Public Art, Melbourne
A process for selection, commissioning, implementation and
on-going maintenance is employed for public art works
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5.15 COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITY MEASURES
M15.1 Commercial opportunities are assessed
against the existing and future retail and
commercial local context to determine
viability.
M15.2 Commercial opportunities contribute to the
activation of the precinct and complement the
station operation and function.
M15.3 Siting and design contributes positively to
precinct identity and amenity.
M15.4 The architectural expression and landscape
design complements the surrounding area
and public realm.
M15.5 Built form and fenestration support safety of
station precinct and provides improved
passive surveillance of the area.

QB58 Breslauer Platz, Cologne, Germany
Active frontage and integrated functions for connectivity

M15.6 Commercial developments integrate with
existing high streets that extend beyond the
station precinct.
M15.7 Temporary commercial activities are located
to maintain sight lines, intuitive pedestrian
paths and access to the station.
M15.8 Existing station buildings with historic or
heritage importance are reactivated for
commercial or other opportunities, where
possible.
M15.9 Ownership and management of historic or
heritage assets are identified early to inform
design decisions.

QB59 St Albans Station Commercial Buildings, Melbourne
Retail opportunities are integrated with the station precinct

M15.10 Utilities are located to support temporary
commercial activities, where feasible.
M15.11 Where portable and temporary commercial
activities are feasible, facilities including for
waste and storage are integrated with the
overall station design.
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INTEGRATED DEVELOPMENT OPPORTUNITY
MEASURES
M15.12 The proposed built form and land uses of the
Integrated Development Opportunity (IDO)
have regard to the policy context of the site
and location, including relevant Plan
Melbourne policy objectives that encourage
higher density development in and around
activity centres and at transport hubs.
M15.13 The IDO siting, design and uses integrate with
the existing and proposed public transport
infrastructure to support safe, legible and
desirable interconnectivity for all modes of
transport.

QB60 A’Beckett Urban Square, Melbourne
Temporary treatment achieves broader community objectives

M15.14 The IDO provides a diversity in housing options
where feasible, including a mix of dwelling
types and social and affordable housing.
M15.15 The IDO incorporates environmentally
sustainable design measures.
M15.16 The IDO is located and designed to minimise
overshadowing of the station platforms and
public realm and wind tunnel effects.
M15.17 Location of building services (including waste
management and loading/unloading areas)
minimises conflict with pedestrian and cycling
connections and minimises amenity impacts
on adjacent public spaces.

QB61 Rouse Hill, NSW
IDOs act as a catalyst for urban renewal

M15.18 IDO building location and landscaping around
the IDO interfaces well with the public realm
of the station precinct. Maintenance of these
adjacent areas is considered and able to
sustain the function of the landscape.
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6. DELIVERING THE UDF

6.2 QUALITY ASSURANCE

Quality outcomes are delivered throughout the
project's lifecycle through the following
mechanisms:

Activities that support the delivery of urban design,
landscape and architectural requirements include:

6.1 URBAN DESIGN ADVISORY
PANEL

–– Review of design drawings, specifications and
documentation.

UDAP includes members working within
government who have expertise in architecture,
urban design, strategic planning, transport planning
and landscape architecture. A representative from
the OVGA is the Chair of UDAP and drives high
quality outcomes and integrated design for the
projects.

–– Inspection and test plans are developed for all
construction activities, including landscape and
architectural activities.

UDAP champions and advises on the design quality
of LXRP projects. UDAP provides stewardship for
achievement of the principles, objectives and
measures articulated in this UDF throughout design,
development and delivery of each project.

–– Review of relevant management plans by
qualified design personnel.

–– Confirming expected design outcomes prior to
construction.
–– Encouraging active engagement of qualified and
skilled landscape architects and architects to
undertake verification activities during
construction.

UDAP is established to provide expert, timely and
valued advice and guidance to ensure high quality
and integrated transport infrastructure, urban
design, architecture, landscape architecture and
transport and land use planning.
UDAP facilitates workshops and design advisory
processes throughout the project lifecycle, before
major decisions are made. An important role of
UDAP is to support decision-making to identify and
manage conflicting requirements and design
outcomes.
This design-led approach is positive and iterative,
promoting site responsive designs that are
consistent with the aspirations of each site and
adjacent neighbourhoods, and adds value to the
outcomes of the program.
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APPENDIX A FIGURE AND QUALITATIVE BENCHMARK
SOURCES
All images supplied by LXRP unless identified in the tables below.
Figure Title
1
Design quality and delivery stages

Page Source
4
OVGA

3

Line of sight from national to site
level (adapted from Creating
Places for People)
Urban design spatial contexts

9

LXRP, adapted from Creating Places for People

18

VicRoads (Urban Design)

2

Title
Clifton Hill Railway Duplication,
Melbourne
Craigieburn Bypass, Melbourne

Page Source
19
architectureau.com/articles/clifton-hill-railwayproject/
19
tcl.net.au/projects-item/craigieburn-bypass/

3

Newtown Interchange, Sydney

19

architectureanddesign.com.au/news/city-of-sydneylord-mayor-s-prize-finalists

4

MAX Orange Line, Portland, USA

20

mayerreed.com/portfolio/trimet-max-orange-linesignage-station-furnishings/

7

Olympic Sculpture Park, Seattle,
USA
Hague RandstadRail, Netherlands

21

weissmanfredi.com/project/seattle-art-museumolympic-sculpture-park
VicRoads Urban Design

North Melbourne Station, North
Melbourne
South Morang Station, Melbourne

22

North Melbourne Station, North
Melbourne
McCormick Tribune Campus
Centre, Chicago , USA
Freeway Park on the I-5, Seattle,
USA
Lonsdale Street, Dandenong,
Melbourne
Bowen Place, Canberra

23

Køge Nord Station Footbridge,
Køge, Denmark
MAX Orange Line, Portland, USA

29

Ginifer Station Car Park,
Melbourne

31

4
QB
1

8
11
12
15
16
22
25
31
32
33
37

21

22

24
26
27
29

29

steel.com.au/showcase/projects/north-melbournestation
coxarchitecture.com.au/project/south-morang-railextension/
coxarchitecture.com.au/project/north-melbournerail-station
oma.eu/projects/iit-mccormick-tribune-campuscenter
greatbuildings.com/buildings/Freeway_Park.html
archdaily.com/412359/lonsdale-street-dandenongbkk-architects
lahznimmo.com/project/bowen-place-crossingdevelopment/
www.cobe.dk/place/koge-nord-station
s260.photobucket.com/user/zilfondel/slideshow/
Portland/Orange%20Line
VicRoads Urban Design
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QB
38

Title
Macadamia Castle, NSW

Page Source
31
powerpark.com.au/gallery/

39

Solar Lights at RACQ Car Park,
Queensland
Park 'n Play, Copenhagen,
Denmark

31

snappr.co/photographers/elyse-p

32

P+R Car Park, Zutphen, The
Netherlands
Festspielgarage, Erl, Austria

32

33

50

Storängstorget, Stockholm,
Sweden
Bowen Place Crossing
Development, Canberra
Eastlink, Melbourne

archdaily.com/884956/park-n-play-jaja-architects/5a2
722cfb22e388eef000378-park-n-play-jaja-architectsphoto
archdaily.com/867106/p-plus-r-car-park-zutphen
moederscheimmoonen-architects
archdaily.com/400644/festspielgarage-erl-klebothlindinger-dollnig
urbandesign.se/en/portfolio_page/teknikbyggnadstorangstorget/
lahznimmo.com/project/bowen-place-crossingdevelopment/
VicRoads

53

Webb Bridge, Melbourne

36

54

36

55

University of Sydney Darling
Campus, Sydney
Clem Jones Tunnel, Brisbane

theccd.org/publication/conscious-cities-anthology2018-human-centred-design-science-and-technology/
tcl.net.au/projects-item/university-of-sydney/

37

Photo by Christopher Frederick Jones

58

Breslauer Platz, Cologne, Germany 38

illumni.co

60

A’Beckett Urban Square,
Melbourne
Rouse Hill, NSW

medianet.com.au/releases/releasedetails/?id=808348
mosmanplanning.net/wp-content/uploads/2012/06/
RouseHill2.jpg

40

41
42
45
46

61

42

32

34
35

39
39
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APPENDIX B REFERENCES AND USEFUL DOCUMENTS
Document Name
Creating Places for People: An Urban Design
Protocol for Australian Cities, Australian
Sustainable Built Environment Council
Creative Industries Strategy ‘Creative State’,
Creative Victoria, 2016

URL
urbandesign.org.au/content/uploads/2015/08/INFRA1219_
MCU_R_SQUARE_URBAN_PROTOCOLS_1111_WEB_FA2.
pdf
creative.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_file/0005/110948/
creativestate-4.pdf
ovga.vic.gov.au/images/Government_as_Smart_Client.
Government as Smart Client, OVGA, 2013
pdf
Network Development Plan - Metropolitan
ptv.vic.gov.au/footer/legal-and-policies/growing-our-railRail, Public Transport Victoria, 2012
network-2018-2025/
Plan Melbourne 2017-2050, Metropolitan
planmelbourne.vic.gov.au/__data/assets/pdf_
Planning Strategy, Department of Environment, file/0007/377206/Plan_Melbourne_2017-2050_Strategy_.
Land, Water & Planning (DELWP), 2017
pdf
Public Transport Guidelines for Land Use
Development, Department of Economic
transport.vic.gov.au/about/planning/guidelines-for-landDevelopment, Jobs, Transport and Resources, use-development
2008
legislation.vic.gov.au/in-force/acts/transport-integrationTransport Integration Act 2010 (Victoria)
act-2010/073
Urban Design Charter, State Government of
planning.vic.gov.au/policy-and-strategy/urban-design/
Victoria, 2009
urban-design-charter
Urban Design Guidelines for Victoria, DELWP,
urban-design-guidelines.planning.vic.gov.au/
2017
Victorian Cycling Strategy 2018-2028,
transport.vic.gov.au/getting-around/walking-andTransport for Victoria, 2018
cycling#strategy
CPTED resources
Crime Prevention through Environmental
Design: Guidelines for Queensland, State
Government of Queensland, 2007
Designing Out Crime Planning Guidelines,
Department of Planning, Lands and Heritage,
2006
Safer Design Guidelines for Victoria,
Department of Sustainability and Environment,
2005 (superseded)

police.qld.gov.au/sites/default/files/2018-08/
CPTEDPartA.pdf
dplh.wa.gov.au/policy-and-legislation/state-planningframework/fact-sheets,-manuals-and-guidelines/
designing-out-crime-planning-guidelines
healthyplaces.org.au/userfiles/file/
Safer+Design+Guidelines%20Victoria.pdf

Design resources
AILA Position Statements

aila.org.au/iMIS_Prod/AILAWeb/Advocate/Position_
Statements/AILAWeb/National_Policy_Statements.aspx

OVGA Resources for High-quality Design

ovga.vic.gov.au/ovga-resources
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